Connect
Communicate
Collaborate
Transform your organisation
with Promethean’s interactive
collaboration solutions

Promethean—your trusted partner
in interactive collaboration solutions
Promethean is a world leader in interactive
collaboration solutions. Our innovative
technology – interactive whiteboards,
software, audience response systems, and
interactive tools – are designed to support
communication, collaboration, creativity
and learning.
Our technology has proven to increase
instructional results in education,
revolutionising the way the world teaches,
learns and interacts. We support new
ways of advancing your organisation –
and empowering your employees to be
innovative, increase collaboration and
work more efficiently.

productivity
• Engage


any audience with a large, visual,

interactive whiteboard
• Share


ideas and review documents in real-time

• Interact


with any business application running

on your computer
• Improve


effectiveness over distance

collaboration
• Collaborate


and share digital content to make

decisions faster
• Support


interactive, virtual collaboration

• Works

with web, video and telepresence solutions
• Give


more impactful customer presentations

training
• Engage


all types of audiences

• Improve


trainer effectiveness

• Encourages

• Accelerate


everyone to participate

training and assessments

Enhance collaboration

Increase productivity

With our interactive technology as the focal point of a meeting or
training session, audiences are more attentive and engaged. Employees
can share complex ideas, review schematics, drawings, or multimedia on a
large, visually engaging interactive whiteboard.

Companies and governmental organisations worldwide are striving
to control costs while continuing to innovate. One of the most effective
ways to do both is through rich, interactive collaboration among colleagues
—whether they are within an office, across town or around the world.

The ActivBoard allows team leads, project managers and other facilitators
to work in a more intuitive and efficient way to collaborate and communicate
ideas. And our interactive software makes it simple to capture notes, ideas
and information digitally. You can instantly save and distribute everything
to all team members keeping everyone up to date on important information.

Our interactive collaboration technology makes it easy to keep everyone
involved: exchanging ideas, participating in interactive presentations,
reviewing documents, idea generation and contributing to projects in
real time. A distributed workforce can take advantage of our interactive
collaboration tools from practically anywhere with an Internet connection.

Share complex ideas, review schematics,
drawings or mulimedia on a large, visually
engaging interactive whiteboard.

Work more efficiently while also enhancing
innovation flexibility and speed to market.

Train more efficiently

Reduce costs

Successful businesses and government organisations are focusing
more on training because the workplace is fast-paced and constantly
changing. Technologies change. Markets change. Regulations change.

Promethean offers a range of cost-effective solutions that are easy
to easy to use anywhere within an organisation.
Knowledge workers in the same group are often spread across multiple
locations and great distances. By seamlessly connecting staff, partners
or even customers across any distance, Promethean’s business solutions
save valuable time and money, while also promoting engagement and
collaboration.

Audience response systems are the ultimate collaboration tool to gauge
comprehension and confidence during training or presentations. Trainers
and facilitators can easily customise the level of instruction based on realtime responses from the audience. The software records the results for
immediate review or stores it securely to easily issue reports and measure
performance over time.
Promethean audience response systems help keep everyone engaged and
encourages 100% participation during training, meetings or focus groups.
Choose ActivExpression hardware devices or ActivEngage software that
works on your existing laptops or mobile devices.

At Promethean, we design our interactive collaboration solutions for
organisations that understand a strategic investment in the right technology
can help reduce costs and improve employee efficiency and productivity.
Accelerate your employee training and
increase participation with ActivExpression,
ActivEngage and interactive tools.

Use your existing web or
video conferencing solution.

Promethean Interactive Solutions

Why Promethean?

Promethean offers a fully integrated range of interactive technologies to help enhance collaboration, increase
productivity, train more effectively and reduce costs.

Intuitive

interactive whiteboard system
ActivBoard System

A large interactive whiteboard powered by
a computer and front projection to engage
the audience.
The ActivBoard systems are offered in a range
of configurations (fixed or mobile) and sizes
(78”, 87”, 95” widescreen) to accommodate
any environment.

interactive software
ActivInspire

Award-winning software that sets a new
standard for interactive presentations making,
presentation development easy and engaging
for today’s multimedia-savvy audience.

Promethean ActivOffice

A plug-in for Microsoft® PowerPoint® that
allows annotation over PowerPoint slides and
the ability to save notes captured during the
meeting.

Hand-held collaborative presentation and
learning tool that maximises audience
response options using words, numbers,
symbols, rating scales and more.

ActivEngage

Cross-platform audience response system
works on desktops, laptops or mobile devices.

interactive tools
ActiView

ActivPanel

ActivSlate

ActivSound

A visual presenter that allows the details of
an object or document to be shared with the
whole group.

Wireless notebook-sized tablet that lets you
control the ActivBoard during meetings or
presentations from any location in the room
while addressing the audience.

Innovative

We’re constantly improving, changing and looking for what’s
next. Our integrated system built on collaboration will help you
transform the way you work together.

Results

Our solutions have impacted learning in schools in over 100
countries and these proven results allow us to deliver engaging
and interactive solutions for organisations of any type.

Support

We stand behind our products, offering flexible warranty
and support services to meet your needs.

response systems
ActivExpression

Our hardware and software solutions are intuitive, easy to use
and create a multimedia experience and innovative workplace.

A 21-inch LCD mini-board plugs into a
computer and uses a pen-like stylus to control
the software and project your actions onto
any-size screen, so you can address the
audience without turning your back.

An audio solution that ensures everyone can
hear and be heard.
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